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SPONSORSHIP
A new and exciting opportunity to be 
the first brand with Naming Rights and 
Sponsorship within London Zoo.  

As part of our continual development, the Zoological 
Society of London is investing in a major new tiger 
enclosure, Tiger Territory, which will open in the 
spring of 2013.  At 2,400 m², this will be the largest 
enclosure on London Zoo’s 14 hectare site and a 
spectacular new space for one of ZSL’s key 
conservation species, the Sumatran tiger.

With a heritage stretching back to 1826, ZSL London 
Zoo is a much-loved, landmark feature in the capital. 
Members, visitors and non-visitors alike view ZSL 
London Zoo as ‘Fun’, ‘Interesting’ and 
‘Educational’.**

Sponsorship of Tiger Territory would see your brand 
benefiting from a sponsorship package worth up to 
£3million**

*ZSL research with BDRC
** Sponsorship Research International November ‘11

ZSL London Zoo Numbers 
Annual visitors:   1.1 m
zsl.org visits*:    5.5m 
zsl.org page views*:   21.6m
zsl.org unique users*:  3.8m
Members:   72K
Fellows:    3K
Facebook Likes:   7K
Twitter Followers:  11K

* April 2011- March 2012



INTRODUCING 
TIGER 

TERRITORY
Our world-class enclosure has been 
designed with tiger behaviour as the core 
consideration. Based on the most up-to-date 
understanding of the needs of tigers, we are 
creating a space that will give our tigers room to 
roam, climb and explore. Water features, trees, 
shelters and climbing platforms are all set among 

planting, recreating a lush Indonesian rainforest and 
immersing visitors into the wonders of tropical 
South East Asia and the realm of the Sumatran tiger.   

Our visitors will have an unparalleled insight into the 
lives of tigers.  We are bringing the tiger experience 
closer, through expansive glass vistas giving views 
of the tigers from many different heights and 
vantage points.  

Tiger Territory will be the most 
technologically advanced experience at 
London Zoo with interactive touchscreens, and 
reaching far beyond London, images of wild tigers 
will be updated live and direct into the exhibit from 
our tiger conservation projects in the heart of the 
Indonesian jungle. Acting as a critical educational 

portal, visitors will profit from a multi-layered 
learning experience with benefits at both conscious, 
factual and deeper, emotional levels. To ensure this 
‘Explainers’ will provide talks and workshops on 
tigers, the conservation and biodiversity message 
and the everyday role of the individual within this. 

Tiger Territory is built to have impact; visitors 
will leave with life-long memories of the experience. 
Together with new exhibits the big cats are 
consistently one of the more anticipated and visited 
attractions of London Zoo*.  Tiger Territory will have 
all the vital ingredients to make a huge impression 
on our 1.1m visitors - a ‘can’t miss’ on the London 
Zoo to-do list giving a brand the strongest 
positioning possible.

*ZSL research with BDRC

The bigger picture
Beauty, grace and power have made the tiger 
the world’s most popular animal – but have not 
stopped it becoming one of the most endangered, 
with less than 300 Sumatran tigers left in the wild. 
There will be opportunities for you to expand the 
relationship into a partnership that goes beyond 
London Zoo and connect at a deeper level with 
ZSL tiger conservation projects.



BRAND 
AWARENESS

AND ENGAGEMENT
Leverage ZSL’s loyal membership and growing 
database of visitors and supporters through 
communications both on and off-line. You will be 
connecting with an audience that feels passionately 
about ZSL London Zoo and it is this positive image 
that you can expect your brand to gain from when 
sponsoring Tiger Territory.

Visitors
London Zoo is an experience that resonates with our 
visitors, 9 out 10 would recommend visiting. Visitors 
spend a significant time per visit, taking around 3.5 
hrs on average. Our visitors have warmth for 
corporate sponsors, with 54% feeling better about 
companies that support London Zoo.**

Members 
ZSL membership has grown significantly in the last 
5 years, from 30,000 in 2007 to our present total of 
over 72,000. ZSL is perceived to be the most 
important of conservation charities in our member’s 
minds**. Our members are an affluent demographic 
with 67% in the top 4 cameo groups and 51% in the 
top 3.  Beyond our members we have 3,000 Fellows 
who have a specific interest in our scientific work 
and 50 Patrons, who demonstrate their commitment 
through higher level membership support.

Fundraisers
We also have a strong cohort of fundraisers who 
walk on hot coals, run in our Zoo Stampede events, 
and trek in far flung places to support our work with 
tigers. The Zoological Society of London and London 
Zoo inspire passion and respect in all those who are 
touched by the experience and communications. Tap 
into that passion through associating with our 
newest and most exciting opportunity at ZSL 
London Zoo – Tiger Territory.

** Sponsorship Research International November ‘11

Member Profile
72,000
54.5% Female/ 45.5% Male
Age Range: 26-55*
40% of members are under 16

*Based on 25% of total members

Visitor Stats
1.1m visitors a year
Male: Female 45:55
ABC1 25-44
30% of visitors are children under 16
Residence-
London: 33% Rest of SE: 17% 
Britain: 22% Overseas: 28% 



1. Headline Sponsor   
The headline sponsor will be associated with Tiger 
Territory across all communications, including on site 
at the exhibit and in our advertising and PR. We are 
looking to have a sponsor on board for an extended 
period with options open for both 3 and 5 years. Our 
sponsorship outline is detailed below, which can be 
tailored and developed for brands alongside our 
ongoing planning.

Sponsorship Package Includes: 
- Exhibit presence: 
-  Signage at the impactful 8m high 
 Indonesian-style exhibit entrance 
-  Branding within the ‘First Encounters’ 
 and tented canopy areas along with key 
 areas of the exhibit
-  Presence throughout the key ‘Longhouse’  
 area which includes interactive touchscreen 
 technology, and a range of the latest 
 on-demand media, information and artefacts 
 about tigers and ZSL’s conservation projects 
 around the world. 

- Onsite promotional brand booth for specific 
  experiential activities

- Inclusion on all ZSL collateral and communications:
-  770,000 dayplanners distributed annually

-  70,000 guidebooks  
-  90,000 members magazine
-  Monthly emails sent to a database of 
 150,000
-  ZSL London Zoo website with 5m UU 
 annually
-  Branding in our marketing communications  
 for Tiger Territory, which will be the focus of 
 our 2013 campaigns for London Zoo including  
 our advertising and social media presence
-  PR opportunities (which are boundless when 
 working with animals) 

- Hospitality and promotional opportunities:
-  Zoo Tickets 
-  ZSL memberships
-  Behind the scenes access
-  Venue use for events

Sponsorship Value
Three Year Deal:  £343,444 p.a.  
Three Year Total:  £1.03m

Five year deal:   £300,000 p.a. 
Five Year Total:   £1.5m

Deadline: 30th September 2012 

PACKAGES AVAILABLE Being a sponsor of Tiger Territory will give you unique access and opportunities. 
As well as branding, communication and product placement, you can benefit from 
VIP experiences; prize giveaways and exclusive content. There is very little that 
compares to getting behind the scenes, up close and face to face with a tiger.



CONTACT
Lynda McCullagh

Corporate Partnerships Officer
lynda.mccullagh@zsl.org

0207 449 6405

2. Technology Partner
As Tiger Territory will be our most interactive and technologically 
advanced exhibit, a technology partner will be at the heart of the visitor 
experience. This includes provision of hardware and/or software or services, 
supporting ZSL in interactive exhibit maintenance, branding on site and in 
ZSL communications. 

Our technology to be supported includes:
- Webcam/Tiger Spycams with 3 cameras behind the scenes 
 within the enclosure and 2 viewing stations 
- Support for an interactive touchscreen display in the tented canopy 
 supporting real-time camera trap imagery from the wild
- Zoned PA system across exhibit
- Photo souvenir interactive in the ‘Lookout’

Sponsorship Value: 
£48,000/ gift in kind and £5K annual maintenance

Deadline: 15th August 2012

3. Field Support
To ground the sponsorship and support of Sumatran tigers, there are 
opportunities to include in-the-field projects, bringing your customers and 
clients closer to our mission to protect the species in the wild.

- Visits to the field projects in Sumatra to see anti-poaching patrols 
 and our work to secure crucial ‘corridors’ for tigers to find passage 
 to larger areas of forest
- Conservationist talks
- Actively use our in-field content to deepen the connection with 
 our conservation work

ZSL aims to raise at least £200,000 before we open the new exhibit  
   to support two of our conservation programmes located in the 
        Jambi province. See for yourselves our work on the ground. A 
           donation of £10,000 per person (plus flight and accommodation 
                                  costs) will enable you to join our conservation team 
                                     in Indonesia and see the difference that your 
                                       support is making to the future of the 
                                        Sumatran tiger.

A SPONSORSHIP 
OPPORTUNITY 

LIKE NO OTHER


